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Subject: Greek tax collection 

Improving tax collection is a key precondition for resolving Greece’s debt crisis. A newly published EP 
report1, however, gives no evidence of significant improvement in that regard. The modest 0.1% rise in 
tax revenue in 2017 was due primarily to the 5.2% increase in VAT proceeds, which was in turn helped 
by the abolition of VAT reductions for certain islands and by the targeted tax inspections carried out 
during the summer. On the other hand, and despite economic growth, direct tax receipts were 5.6% 
lower, mainly as a result of the fall in revenue from both corporate and property tax. In addition to tax 
evasion, the tax debt of Greek taxpayers has continued its substantial yearly rise dating back to 2010. 

Because of tax evasion, Greece cannot collect enough revenue to cover its public spending and debts. 
The informal economy remains strong, and the fact that the recorded GNI level is below the real figure 
has the effect of reducing Greece’s contributions to the EU budget and increasing revenue transfers 
from the EU budget, which are based on its income level. Furthermore, tax evasion uses the same 
channels as criminal money laundering and terrorism financing, thus generating more wealth for 
facilitators of those activities and cementing corruption. 

1. Within the EU there has been discussion about weeding out harmful tax competition by 
harmonising taxation. Should not tax collection practice also be consolidated and steps taken 
especially to tackle direct illegalities and infringements that strengthen the shadow economy? 

2. Is the EU powerless, or why has the matter of Greek tax collection still not been resolved, for 
instance by stepping up tax inspections? 

3. Do the Greek statistics correspond to reality, or could the true picture of tax collection be 
bleaker than Parliament’s report describes? 

 

                                                      
1  Tax collection in Greece: State of play – April 2018. EP in-depth analysis. 


